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ABSTRACT

The increase of air pollution in big cities in Indonesia and the use of mass transportation speed up continuously. Meanwhile, the resident in those big cities such as DKI Jakarta, Bandung, and Surabaya begin their life with smartphones to simplify their life. That lifestyle includes the use of headphones to hear music, Bluetooth to connect the Android to headphones, and many more. But, that lifestyle is not accompanied with the utility like a safe masker. Therefore, this research aims to make the tools that combine the masker which is user-friendly and Bluetooth applications that simplify mass rapid transportation users. This tool is named Hydra Mask. We build the business model which combines innovation and entrepreneurship. The output of this business model is Hydra Mask. With this Hydra Mask, we hope the residents of big cities in Indonesia will have the tools to prevent air pollution while they still can maximize their lifestyle.
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